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TransRPPG: Remote Photoplethysmography
Transformer for 3D Mask Face Presentation
Attack Detection
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Abstract—3D mask face presentation attack detection (PAD)
plays a vital role in securing face recognition systems from
emergent 3D mask attacks. Recently, remote photoplethysmography (rPPG) has been developed as an intrinsic liveness clue
for 3D mask PAD without relying on the mask appearance.
However, the rPPG features for 3D mask PAD are still needed
expert knowledge to design manually, which limits its further
progress in the deep learning and big data era. In this letter,
we propose a pure rPPG transformer (TransRPPG) framework
for learning intrinsic liveness representation efficiently. At first,
rPPG-based multi-scale spatial-temporal maps (MSTmap) are
constructed from facial skin and background regions. Then the
transformer fully mines the global relationship within MSTmaps
for liveness representation, and gives a binary prediction for 3D
mask detection. Comprehensive experiments are conducted on
two benchmark datasets to demonstrate the efficacy of the TransRPPG on both intra- and cross-dataset testings. Our TransRPPG
is lightweight and efficient (with only 547K parameters and 763M
FLOPs), which is promising for mobile-level applications.
Index Terms—rPPG, transformer, 3D mask, face presentation
attack detection, spatio-temporal map.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

ACE recognition [1] technology has been widely used in
many interactive intelligent systems due to their convenience and remarkable accuracy. However, face recognition
systems are still vulnerable to presentation attacks (PAs)
ranging from print [2], replay [3] and emerging 3D mask [4]
attacks. Therefore, both the academia and industry have realized the critical role of face presentation attack detection
(PAD) [5] technique for securing the face recognition system.
In the past decade, both traditional [6]–[8] and deep
learning-based [9]–[14] methods have shown effectiveness for
face PAD especially for 2D (e.g., print and replay) attacks.
On one hand, most previous approaches extract the static
appearance based clues (e.g., color texture [15] and noise
artifacts [12]) to distinguish the PAs from the bonafide. On the
other hand, a few methods exploit the dynamic inconsistency
(e.g., motion blur [3] and temporal depth [16]) between the
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bonafide and PAs for discrimination. Benefited from the abovementioned advanced techniques, 2D PA detection has made
satisfied progress under most normal scenarios.
Meanwhile, 3D mask attack has attracted increasing attention since the customized 3D mask can be easily made at an
affordable price [17]. Despite strong ability on detecting lowquality 3D print mask, appearance-based methods still suffer
from performance drops when encountering high-fidelity 3D
masks with fine-grained texture and shape as real faces [18]. In
contrast, some researchers devote to exploring the feasibility
to utilize appearance-independent liveness clues (e.g., remote
photoplethysmography (rPPG) [19]–[22]) for 3D mask PAD
instead of the traditional texture/motion-based patterns.
rPPG [23] is a new technique to recover the physiological
signals under ambient light [24] via analyzing the skin color
changes caused by periodic cardiac heartbeats. In the early
stage, most methods [24]–[28] capture subtle color changes on
particular facial regions of interest (ROI). Then some end-toend deep learning methods [29]–[33] are proposed to recover
rPPG signals from facial videos directly. Recently, learning
upon the constructed spatio-temporal map (STmap) [34], [35]
consisting of raw color variance signals from multiple facial
ROIs, are proven to learn rPPG features more efficiently.
One nature question is that why rPPG is suitable for 3D
mask face PAD? On one hand, rPPG can be captured using
only a simple RGB camera under ambient light, which satisfies
most of the video recording conditions in 3D mask face PAD.
On the other hand, live/periodic pulse signals can only be
observed on genuine faces but not on masked faces because
the 3D mask blocks the light transmission from the facial
skin [19]. As the the rPPG clues are independent to the mask
appearance, the rPPG-based 3D mask PAD methods [19], [21],
[22] can detect the high-fidelity mask well and shows good
generalization capacity.
To alleviate the influence of environmental noise, existing
3D mask PAD approaches [19], [22] usually design complex
hand-crafted rPPG features (e.g., cross-correlation spectrum).
In other words, how to efficiently represent rPPG features
for 3D mask face PAD in a data-driven fashion is still unexplored. Recently, transformer [22] shows its strong long-range
relationship modeling ability, and achieves state-of-the-art
performance in both natural language processing (NLP) [36]
and computer vision (CV) [37]–[39] tasks. Inspired by the
rich global attention characteristic of the vision transformer
(ViT) [38], in this letter we propose a pure rPPG transformer
framework, named TransRPPG, for learning intrinsic live-
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Fig. 1: Overview of TransRPPG for 3D mask face PAD. Given a face video, two MSTmaps are constructed from facial and background
region, respectively. Then two-branch vision transformers (shared) are used to extract the respective rPPG and environmental features. Finally,
the combined features are refined via an extra transformer for binary (bonafide or mask attack) prediction.

ness representation efficiently. Similar to the work [35], we
first construct rPPG-based multi-scale spatial-temporal maps
(MSTmap) on facial skin and background regions as the
input of vision transformer [38]. Then the transformer fully
mines the global relationship within MSTmap for liveness
representation, and gives a binary prediction for 3D mask
detection. Our contribution includes:
• We propose the first pure transformer framework (TranRPPG) for automatic rPPG feature representation on 3D
mask face PAD task. We also explore various task-aware
inputs, architectures, and loss functions for TranRPPG,
which is insightful for both rPPG and 3D mask face PAD
communities.
• We conduct intra- and cross-dataset tests and show that
the TranRPPG achieves superior or on par state-of-theart performance on 3D mask face PAD. Moreover, our
TransRPPG is lightweight and efficient (with only 547K
parameters and 763M FLOPs), which is promising for
mobile-level applications.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we first give details about the multiscale spatial-temporal map generation. Then we introduce
the transformer-based backbone for 3D mask face PAD. An
overview of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A. Multi-scale Spatial Temporal Map Generation
To explicitly utilize sufficient rPPG signals from global and
local regions for 3D mask face PAD, we follow the similar
manner about multi-scale spatial temporal maps (MSTmap)
generation in [35]. As shown in Fig. 1 (left), We first use an
open source face detector OpenFace [40] to detect the facial
landmarks, based on which we define the most informative
region of interest (ROIs) for physiological measurement in
face, i.e., the forehead and cheek areas. Specifically, for the
t-th frame of a video, we first get a set of n informative

regions of face Rt = {R1t , R2t , ..., Rnt }. Then we calculate
the average RGB pixel values of each color channel for all the
non-empty subsets of Rt , which are 2n − 1 combinations of
the elements in Rt . For each video with T frames, the 2n − 1
temporal signals of each channel are placed into rows, and
we can get the face MSTmap M ST mapf ace with the size of
(2n −1)×T ×3 for each video. Besides raw signals from RGB
channels, we also consider M ST mapf ace from YUV color
space or other rPPG signal measurement approaches [28], [41],
which will be discussed in Sec. III-C.
Besides the possible skin color changes in facial regions,
the environmental patterns from background regions are also
helpful for mask PAD. On one hand, the environmental light
clues from the background benefit the recovery of the robust
facial rPPG signals. On the other hand, the latent noise (e.g.,
camera noise) from the background can be treated as a contrast
with facial signals (large difference for the bonafide while similarity for mask attacks) for liveness discrimination. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 1 (left), we also define m background regions
on both sides of the face to construct the background MSTmap
M ST mapbg with the size (2m − 1) × T × 3 for each video.
B. rPPG Transformer for 3D Mask Face PAD
Image Sequentialization.
Similar to ViT [38], we first
preprocess the input face and background MSTmaps into a
sequence of flattened patches Xf ace and Xbg , respectively.
However, the original split method cuts the images into nonoverlapping patches, which discards discriminative information of some local neighboring signal clips or informative
interested regions. To alleviate this problem, we propose to
generate overlapping patches with sliding window. Specifically, with the targeted patch size PH × PW and step size
SH × SW of sliding window, the input face MSTmap with
size H × W will be split into N patches where
 


H − PH + SH
W − PW + SW
N = NH × NW =
×
.
SH
SW
(1)
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Similarly, the background MSTmap is partitioned into M
patches. This simple yet fine-grained patch partition strategy
improves the performance remarkably.
Patch Embedding. We map the vectorized patches Xf ace
into a latent D-dimensional embedding space using a trainable
linear projection. Then, the patch embeddings Zf0ace can be
formulated with an additional learnable position embedding to
retain positional information:
Zf0ace = [Xf aceCls ; Xf1ace E, Xf2ace E, ..., XfNace E] + Epos ,
(2)
2
where E ∈ R(P ·C)∗D is the patch embedding projection from
the original C-channel space, and Epos ∈ R(N +1)×D denotes
the position embedding. The class token Xf aceCls , i.e., a
learnable embedding, is concatenated to the patch embeddings.
0
Similarly, the background embedding Zbg
can be extracted
using the shared linear projection E but independent class
0
token XbgCls and position embedding Epos .
Transformer Encoder. The Transformer encoder contains
L layers of multihead self-attention (MSA) and multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) blocks. Thus the output of the l-th layer
can be written as follows:
0

Z l = M SA(LN (Z l−1 )) + Z l−1 ,
l

l0

l0

Z = M LP (LN (Z )) + Z ,

l ∈ 1, 2, ..., L

l ∈ 1, 2, ..., L

(3)

where Z l ∈ R(N +1)×D is the token features in the l-th layer.
LN (.) denotes the layer normalization operation, and MSA is
composed of h parallel self-attention (SA),
[Q, K, V ] = Z l UQKV ,

Mask
Attack

(a) 3DMAD

(b) HKBU-MARsV2

Fig. 2: Face samples from two 3D mask face PAD datasets: (a)
3DMAD [17], and (b) HKBU-MARsV2 [4].

III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Metrics
Two public datasets (see Fig. 2) are employed in our experiments. The 3DMAD [17] dataset contains 255 videos from
17 subjects with 17 low-fidelity hard resin masks, which are
recorded at 640 × 480, 30fps under controlled lighting condition. The HKBU-MARsV2 [4] dataset consists of 1008 videos
from 12 subjects with 6 low- and 6 high-fidelity hard resin
masks, which are recorded at 1280 × 720, 25fps under variant
room lights. In terms of the intra-dataset testings on 3DMAD,
MARsV2, and combined dataset (3DMAD+MARsV2), leaveone-subject-out cross-validation protocol is used. As for the
cross-dataset testings between 3DMAD and MARsV2, all
videos in one dataset are used for training while those in the
other one for testing. Area Under the Curve (AUC), Equal
Error Rate (EER), Half Total Error Rate (HTER) [17], and
False Fake Rate (FFR) when False Liveness Rate (FLR) equals
to 0.01 are used as evaluation metrics.
B. Implementation Details

√

SA(Z l ) = Sof tmax(QK T / D0 )V,

(4)

0

where UQKV ∈ RD×3D is the weight matrix
for linear trans√
formation, and A = Sof tmax(QK T / D0 ) is the attention
map. The output of MSA is the concatenation of h attention
head outputs
M SA(Z l ) = [SA1 (Z l ); SA2 (Z l ); ...; SAh (Z l )]UM SA , (5)
0

Bonafide

where UM SA ∈ RhD ×D . As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
two transformer branches (i.e., face and background) first
0
project the patch embeddings Zf0ace and Zbg
, and then L-layer
shared transformer encoder is utilized for global attentional
L
features (ZfLace and Zbg
) representation. Subsequently, all
L
L
token features from Zf ace and Zbg
(except the respective class
token features) as well as an joint class token XcomCls are
concatenated, and an extra transformer layer is utilized for
face and background context aggregation.
Hierarchical Supervision.
In order to provide explicit
supervision signals for TransRPPG, we design three Binary
Cross Entropy (BCE) losses (bonafide vs. mask attack) for
face, background, and combined branches, respectively. To be
specific, three class tokens Xf aceCls , XbgCls , and XcomCls
with independent linear classification heads are supervised
with BCE losses Lf ace , Lbg , and Lcombined , respectively.
The overall loss can be formulated as Loverall = Lf ace +
Lbg + Lcombined . As there are usually no liveness clues in the
background regions, the groundtruth for Lbg are all simply
regarded as ‘mask attack’.

All 10-second videos are linearly interpolated into 30 fps
to keep the same frame numbers (T = 300). There are
n = 6 facial regions and m = 4 background regions for
two MSTmaps constructions, which results in M ST mapf ace
and M ST mapbg with size 63×300×3 and 15×300×3, respectively. In terms of transformer settings, patch size PH =
3, PW = 30, step size SH = 1, SW = 15, (hidden) embedding
0
channels D = D = 96, heads number = 3, and L = 6
layers are utilized. All MLP blocks has two fully-connected
layers, where feature dimension doubles in the first layer. Our
proposed method is implemented with Pytorch. The models
are trained with Adam optimizer and the initial learning rate
(lr) and weight decay are 1e-4 and 5e-5, respectively. We train
models on a single V100 GPU with batchsize 10 for maximum
60 epochs while lr halves in the 45th epoch.
C. Ablation Study
All ablation studies are intra-dataset tested on the 3DMAD
dataset. For convenience, single face branch of TransRPPG
is first adopted as the backbone in experiments, and we will
study the effects of two-branch framework at last.
Impact of Color Space for MSTmap. Fig. 3(a) shows
that MSTmaps construction from raw RGB channels are
best-suited for TransRPPG. Despite great rPPG measurement performance in previous works (e.g., G channel [26],
CHROM [27], POS [28], and RGB+YUV [35]), these color
spaces cannot provide extra improvement for TransRPPG.
Impact of Patch Size. As shown in Fig. 3(b), patch size
of STMmap tokenization influences liveness representation a
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TABLE I: Intra-dataset results on 3DMAD, MARsV2, and combined (3DMAD+MARsV2) datasets. Best results are marked
in bold and second best in underline. The rPPG-based methods are marked with ? while appearance-based methods with N.
Method

EER(%)↓

3DMAD
AUC(%)↑ FFR@FLR=0.01↓

EER(%)↓

MARsV2
AUC(%)↑ FFR@FLR=0.01↓

EER(%)↓

Combined
AUC(%)↑ FFR@FLR=0.01↓

MS-LBP [17]N
CTA [42]N
VGG16 [43]N

2.71
4.24
6.63

99.7
99.3
98.9

3.62
11.8
18.5

22.5
23.0
15.2

85.8
82.3
91.4

95.1
89.2
93.5

16.6
18.9
14.5

91.0
87.7
93.5

64.2
95.7
71.5

GrPPG [19]?
LrPPG [4]?
CFrPPG [22]?
TransRPPG (Ours)?

14.4
9.64
7.44
2.38

92.2
95.5
96.8
98.77

36.0
14.8
13.6
13.73

16.4
9.07
4.04
8.47

89.4
97.0
99.3
96.82

32.9
38.9
17.8
29.79

15.2
9.21
6.54
5.93

91.1
95.7
97.6
97.95

42.8
29.4
15.5
22.46

Method

AUC (%)
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#Parameters (M)

3DMAD→MARsV2
AUC(%)↑ FFR@FLR=0.01↓

MARsV2→3DMAD
AUC(%)↑ FFR@FLR=0.01↓

MS-LBP [17]N
CTA [42]N
VGG16 [43]N

60.4
62.1
54.6

100.0
98.3
97.9

75.3
60.5
58.6

87.8
96.5
99.3

GrPPG [19]?
LrPPG [21]?
CFrPPG [22]?
TransRPPG (Ours)?

86.7
95.6
99.0
91.3

78.5
61.7
19.6
47.6

87.2
92.3
98.0
98.3

94.5
48.7
12.4
18.5

and Lbg are helpful for liveness feature learning, improving
the AUC from 97.51% to 98.77%.
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TABLE II: Cross-dataset results on 3DMAD and MARsV2.

(e)

Fig. 3: Ablation studies on (a) Color space for MSTmap; (b) Patch
size for image sequentialization; (c) Video length; (d) Transformers’
depth/width; and (e) Background branch.

lot. When partition with size 1x30 (PH × PW ), i.e., only
single spatial region clues within each patch, the AUC drops
sharply. In contrast, large spatial (e.g., PH = 6) or temporal
(e.g., PW = 60) patch sizes could not bring extra improvements.
Patch size with 3x30 performs the best while introducing patch
overlapping 1x15 (SH × SW ) sampling boosts 1% AUC.
Impact of Video Length. Fig. 3(c) illustrates that AUC
ascends reasonably when video length increases because of
richer temporal context for global modeling. It is interesting
to find that using 7s video clips could still achieve comparable
performance (96.06% vs 96.89% AUC) as 10s ones. We also
find the limitations that TransRPPG under time-constrained
scenarios (<5s) have poor performance (<90% AUC).
Impact of Transformers’ Depth/Width. It is necessary
to investigate the impact of transformers’ depth/width for mask
PAD. As illustrated in Fig. 3(d), layer number (depth) plays
more important role than embedding dimension (width). TransRPPG with shallow layers (e.g., layer = 3 and 6) performs
better than those with deeper layers (e.g., layer = 9 and 12).
The highest AUC is achieved when L = 6 with D = 92.
Effects of the Background Branch. Fig. 3(e) illustrates
the evaluation results w/ and w/o M ST mapbg . There are
two configurations with background map: 1) using combined
MSTmap via concatenated M ST mapf ace and M ST mapbg
for single face branch input; and 2) two-branch framework
in Fig. 1. It is surprised that combined MSTmap performs
even worse than M ST mapf ace , which might be caused by
the inharmonious attention learning within compound maps.
In contrast, disentangled learning from two branches improves
the AUC by nearly 2%. We also find that the constraints Lf ace

D. Intra-dataset Testing
In this subsection, we compare our TransRPPG with
three previous rPPG-based mask PAD methods (GrPPG [19],
LrPPG [21], and CFrPPG [22]) as well as appearance-based
baselines on 3DMAD, MARsV2, and combined datasets. As
shown in the upper block of Tab. I, appearance-based methods
perform well on 3DMAD but poorly on MARsV2 because the
3D mask attacks on the latter one are with higher fidelity and
harder to distinguish via texture clues. In contrast, four rPPGbased approaches shown in the lower block have consistent
good performance on both 3DMAD and MARsV2 datasets,
indicating that the learned rPPG-based liveness features are
independent from mask fidelity. Instead of LrPPG and CFrPPG
using complex spectrum features, our TransRPPG uses simple
time-domain signals, and achieves the best EER and AUC on
the combined dataset. Introducing frequency-domain representation to TransRPPG might be a possible future direction.
E. Cross-dataset Testing
Here we alternatively train and test between 3DMAD and
MARsV2 to validate the models’ generalization capacity. As
shown in Tab. II, it is clear that the proposed TransRPPG
generalizes well from MARv2 to 3DMAD because the training
samples in MARv2 are more sufficient and diverse to alleviate
the overfitting problem. On the contrary, TransRPPG suffers
from obvious performance drops when trained on 3DMAD
and tested on MARsV2 due to the small amount of training
data under single scenario. LrPPG and CFrPPG generalize
well in cross testings, implying the importance of spectrum
representation lacked in TransRPPG.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we propose a lightweight remote photoplethysmography transformer (TransRPPG) for 3D mask face
presentation attack (PA) detection based on the facial and
background multiscale spatio-temporal maps. In the future, we
plan to explore TransRPPG on 1) detecting other PA types
such as print, replay, and makeup; and 2) various rPPG-based
applications like heart rate and stress estimation.
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